This paper introduces the method of 'reference model decomposition' as a way to improve the robustness of model reference adaptive control systems (MRACs) with respect to unmodelled dynamics with a known structure. Such unmodelled dynamics occur when some of the nominal plant dynamics are purposely neglected in the controller design with the aim of keeping the controller order low. One of the effects of such 'undermodelling' of the controller is a violation of the perfect model-matching condition of the primary controller. The decomposition can be seen as a way to adjust the reference model output (and hence the controlgoal) to the actual model-matching capabilities. It is shown that the decomposition alleviates the negative effects unmodelled dynamics have on the error equation. Simulation examples illustrate the decomposition design steps and show the obtained improvements.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of the robustness of MRAC systems with respect to bounded and state-dependent disturbances has gained much attention in the literature.
The problem of bounded disturbances has led to several modifications of the adaptive law, such as a dead zone,8 restriction of the parameters to a known region' and shifting the adaptation pole from the origin to the negative real axis in the s-plane. This shift can be permanent or dependent on the actual output error magnitude. 6i7 All modifications provide stability of the adaptive system provided that the modification parameters are properly tuned to the disturbance magnitude.
On the other hand, research has focused on the persistently exciting (PE) properties of signals in the adaptive loop as a way to guarantee stability. Narendra and Annaswamy7 and later Lee and Narendra' proved that a sufficiently large degree of persistent excitation provides stability of the adaptive system in the presence of bounded disturbances.
The problem of unmodelled dynamics is fundamentally different from that of bounded disturbances in that no upper bound on the disturbance can be guaranteed and the error equation's strictly positive real (SPR) property is violated. Usually, the unmodelled dynamics considered lie in a frequency range outside the plant bandwidth because especially in the highfrequency range structural knowledge of the plant dynamics is missing. If the unmodelled dynamics have only a relatively small effect on the process output, simple adaptive law modifications are sufficient to deal with them. 6 In this paper a somewhat different problem setting is considered. Here the unmodelled dynamics are assumed to be in the same frequency range as the plant bandwidth. In addition, structural knowledge of the unmodelled dynamics and an indication of the relevant parameter values are assumed to be present. Such a problem setting occurs when the designer wants to keep the number of adjustable parameters low and hence the controller has too low an order to achieve perfect model matching. This problem setting implies a division of the plant dynamics into three classes: the nominal part for which the controller is designed; the structured unmodelled part which is known to exist but disregarded to keep the controller order low; and the unmodelled part (usually in the high-frequency range) which is disregarded altogether. In the literature most attention is focused on the last class, while this paper considers the second class. The new method of reference model decomposition is presented as a way of dealing with these 'structured unmodelled dynamics'.
One may argue that structured unmodelled dynamics are no unmodelled dynamics at all and that a full-order controller can be used. However, practical observations lead to the conclusion that a minimum number of parameters to be adjusted is favourable at all times. A larger number of adjustable parameters needs more computer time, usually induces a slower convergence, and the algorithm is generally more sensitive to non-linearities. This is the reason why reports on practical MRAC applications normally use relatively simple algorithms. lo-l 6 The decomposition method to be described can be regarded as a way to include the effect of the unmodelled dynamics in the reference model output. This inclusion is not exact but is modified such that the model output is still a desired output. The difference between the new decomposed model output and the process output is in this way made less sensitive to the unmodelled dynamics, and hence no parameter updating is done as a reaction to these dynamics. Alternatively stated, the reference model output is modified such that it is corrected for the limited model-matching capabilities of the (low-order) primary controller. Hence the decomposition method can be regarded as a way of finding a compromise between the limited model-matching capabilities on the one hand and the resulting closed-loop behaviour on the other hand. In addition to the improved stability properties, an extra advantage appears to be a reduced control effort. This paper is organized as follows. Section2 describes the MRAC scheme to be used throughout the paper and analyses the effect of unmodelled dynamics on the system. Section 3 introduces the concept of reference model decomposition, shows its positive effects on the error equations and considers the choice of the decomposition parameters. Section 4 presents two examples illustrating the decomposition method and shows the obtained results. Section 5 summarizes the decomposition design steps and, finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions regarding the decomposition method.
THE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER AND UNMODELLED DYNAMICS

The adaptive controller
Although the decomposition principle is applicable to any MRAC structure, in this paper the method using an error-augmenting signal will serve as a framework (see, among others, Reference 17). The basic controller structure is depicted in Figure 1 , showing that two 'auxiliary signal generators' (ASGs) produce signal vectors and uC2), both of order n -1.
These signal vectors are multiplied by parameter vectors cT and dT and the result is fed back to the plant input. The following notation will be used for the plant transfer function:
Rp= s n + C aisi and the transfer function of the reference model:
The relative degree of the reference model transfer function is assumed to be n -m. W p must be minimum phase. As described by Narendra and Annaswamy, the auxiliary signal generators take the form of linear filters of order n -1. The transfer function of the signal generators, including the parameter vectors cT and dT, can be written as with C = cn-1Sn-'+
In-11
The ASG denominator polynomial Q must include the reference model zeros in order to satisfy the perfect model-matching condition.
By changing the transfer function of ASG2 to sD/Q, this signal generator functions as a state-reconstructing element and u(') consists of an estimate of the internal plant state vector. Extensive simulations have shown that by this change convergence is improved, especially if the plant has badly damped poles. The perfect model-matching condition is still satisfied and the adaptive laws remain unaltered. A similar change of ASGl is not useful and would give implementation problems due to an occurring algebraic loop. The modified ASG2 is used in all experiments in this paper. The output error el = yp -ym can be derived to be"
In the following we will assume kp = km = 1. The plant output can be written as
If W m is SPR, the well-known integral adaptive law can be applied directly: 
Unmodelled dynamics
The main interest in the effects of unmodelled plant dynamics in model reference adaptive control systems was started by Rohrs et al. 18 Rohrs' examples showed that even if the unmodelled dynamics play a role only in a frequency area outside the nominal plant bandwidth, and the poles of the unmodelled part are properly damped, instability may occur. His examples aroused a large interest in the mechanisms playing a role in this instability. It was found that two mechanisms play a vital role.'9i20 First, if the reference signal r does not have sufficient richness, ambiguity in the controller parameters remains. A small amount of measurement noise may then induce parameter drift, resulting in instability due to the presence of unmodelled dynamics in the process. This mechanism is called slow drift instability. 2o Secondly, a reference signal which is exciting in the frequency area in which the unmodelled dynamics play a role causes the adaptation to attempt model matching in this frequency area. However, the primary controller is not equipped to achieve model matching in this frequency range and therefore instability may result. This mechanism is especially of interest in this paper, because here the frequency range in which the unmodelled dynamics are active is in the same range as the nominal plant bandwidth.
The unmodelled dynamics in the process will be described as a transfer function mp which is added to the original process transfer Wp:6 wp= wp+ mp Here Wp is the complete process transfer function consisting of the nominal part W, and an unmodelled part F,. This process is controlled by a MRAC system which was designed for only W,, and so a parameter vector 8* in combination with a signal vector w * makes the output of W, equal to the reference model output:
It is assumed that the true parameter vector 8* in the undisturbed case still stabilizes the system if there are unmodelled dynamics. Note that the signal vector then is not equal to O* but will be denoted a. Of course, the process output in this case does not equal the reference model output y m = Wmr. A fictitious reference model F m is defined as the closed-loop response if the primary controller were equipped with the originally exact parameter vector 8*:
*T * Wmr= Wp(e*To) ( 
4)
Because the unmodelled dynamics in the process are not known, the fictitious reference model transfer W m is unknown too. The main reason for defining Fmr as in (4) is that the plant output can be written as6 Wp (e *Tw) = Wmr wp(e*TW) + Fp(e*Tw) = Wmr+ F m r w,(e*T(w -o*)) + w,(e*To*) + tTp(e*Tw) = Wmr t F m r Using (3), this yields W m r = w,(e*T(w -w * ) ) + Fp(e*Tw) ( 
7)
Equation (7) shows that the disturbance on the output error (which is equal to the effect of the unmodelled dynamics on yp for 8 = e*) consists of two parts. Suppose for a moment that + = 0, so that el is equal to the output disturbance only and is not influenced by the adaptation error (the first term in (6)). In this case the output error el is equal to F m r as in (7). The first term in (7) is the output of the nominal process, with as input the product of the parameter vector and the difference between the actual signal vector w and the originally perfect signal vector w * . Thus the first term consists of the output of the nominal plant, with as input a signal which is completely due to the penetration of the unmodelled dynamics in w . The second term in (7) corresponds to the output of the unmodelled part of the plant, with as input the actual process input u = e*TW.
If Wm is not SPR, an error-augmenting network is needed and the signal vector w changes
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to € = L-'o. The augmented error becomes
Now a disturbance v' arises which is different from v owing to the error-augmenting signal which is only equipped for W, instead of Wm. Comparing the error equations (6) and (8) with the original equations (1) 
for a sufficiently small p, these adaptive law modifications guarantee stability. Thus, if the disturbance due to unmodelled dynamics is small compared to the signal vector, stability can be guaranteed by using a standard adaptive law modification.
Secondly, the linear error transfer function has changed from W, to W m or from WmL to FmL. Because W m and WmL include an unknown part due to the unmodelled process dynamics, the SPR property of the error equation is endangered. This problem can be dealt with by using the theory of averaging.3i20 Under the assumption of a small adaptation gain, the averaging technique shows that the strictly positive real property on the linear part of the error equation may be violated as long as the error transfer has a positive real part for the 'most important' frequencies in the signal vector. Roughly stated, this averaging result says that the larger the frequency range over which Wm(ju) or FmL(ju) has a positive real part, the better are the stability properties of the adaptive system.
To summarize, the presence of unmodelled dynamics in the process results in two types of disturbances in the error equation. An output disturbance occurs which effectively tells that the perfect model-matching condition is violated. In addition, the SPR property of the linear part is endangered, which may be harmless if Re [ Wm( jw)] or Re [ WmL (jw)] is positive for the most important frequencies in [. Note that decreasing the adaptive gains leads to a larger separation of the adaptation dynamics from the process dynamics, in turn resulting in a wider application of the averaging principle.
REFERENCE MODEL DECOMPOSITION
Basic decomposition idea
nominal part H,, and an unmodelled part Nu:
In applying the decomposition, a system H to be decomposed is first separated into a should be the same as those that would appear in a process decomposition, which is, however, not exactly available. TZ corrects the states in 1 / N for mismatch between the decomposition parameters and the actual process parameters.
The method of decomposition can be regarded as a special form of model updating2' but, however, takes place continuously instead of intermittently. Decomposition also has similarities with series-parallel MRAC.
Effects of decomposition on the error equation
General effects. In the decomposition analysis also, 8* is defined as the parameter vector for which Wp(8*To*) = Wmr. For this analysis, only a strictly positive real W m is considered.
Analysing Figure 3 , the output error can be written as Using (9, this yields Next, y,"; is denoted the output of the reference model corrected by the decomposition, for e = e*:
Using this definition and (4), it easily follows that the error equation can be written as Equation (11) Comparing (16) with (7), it is observed that the second part of the disturbance v has vanished. Therefore a perfect decomposition removes the part from v that corresponds to the unmodelled dynamics, which have as input the actual process input. The remaining disturbance consists of the nominal plant output with an input that depends directly on the error in the signal vector which is caused by the unmodelled dynamics, multiplied by TI/ N .
The choice of the decomposition parameters
While the linear part of the error equation is changed to [(N-T2)/N] W m , it is possible to obtain a more positive real error equation for increased stability. Because FVm is unknown, the decomposition parameters cannot be chosen accurately to achieve this. In general, however, the poles determined by N must have a proper damping ratio and the transfer ( N -T2)/N should have a phase lead which is as large as possible in order to obtain the best results in this respect. Because the choice of N is free, this can easily be achieved.
The second decomposition effect is a decrease in the output disturbance. To remove one of the terms in the disturbance completely, the model decomposition parameters should be as close as possible to the process parameters. While in a process decomposition also, N p is free, this does not contradict the above-stated requirements on N . However, the remaining output disturbance term contains a factor T I / N and hence the choice of N also affects this remaining disturbance. Therefore the best choice of N may be a compromise between the two improvements of the error equation.
In addition to this, note that the decomposition changes the reference model output and hence the control goal. The analysis of the decomposition effects on the error equation, as presented above, does not disclose anything about the price to be paid in terms of performance. The freedom in choosing N must therefore not only be used to find a decomposition model that makes the output error insensitive to the unmodelled dynamics, but must also result in a desired closed-loop response. Similarly, while an exact choice of Ti and TZ is favourable in terms of the error equation analysis, modifications of TI and TZ may be necessary to achieve a proper closed-loop behaviour. Examples of this can be found below. To conclude, although the decomposition polynomials all have a clearly distinguishable function, the choice of the decomposition parameters is not trivial and depends on the problem at hand. Some feeling for the process is needed to obtain a proper tuning, which can best be obtained with the aid of simulation experiments.
EXAMPLES
This section presents two examples showing the decomposition design steps and the results obtained.
I . A first example
Process and model transfers and decomposition. The nominal process to be considered consists of only an integrator: Because the system is primarily designed for a process of order one, a first-order reference model is chosen:
The primary controller needs two adjustable parameters ko and do to calculate the control signal u: If decomposition is used, the output disturbance depends on the design parameter 7n. Figure 5 shows the norm of the disturbance in the original case ('a') as a function of the frequency. Plots 'b'-'d' show the disturbance magnitude for T~ = 0.1, 1 and 10 respectively. It is observed that a large 7n is favourable for a small disturbance magnitude. This contradicts the requirement on 7 n for obtaining a more positive real error transfer, for which 7n should be as small as possible. Note that T,, can be chosen freely while still being able to implement an exact decomposition.
Simulation results. When no decomposition is applied, the result of Figure 6 is obtained if a block-type reference signal is applied. The lower-order controller cannot handle the extra dynamics and a proper convergence is not achieved. When the decomposition method is implemented and T~ = 0.5 is exactly known, the response improves considerably, as shown in Figure 7 . Comparing these figures, it is observed that the higher-order dynamics are much better handled if decomposition is used, at the cost of somewhat slower behaviour. Note also the considerably reduced control effort. In choosing 7n, making the real part of the error -* ' Figure 8 . This is due to the correction polynomial T2.
A second example
Process and model transfers and decomposition. In this second example the nominal process considered has a transfer function wp=-kP srp + 1
The real process, however, is in the form
The MRAC system is designed only for the 'modelled' part kP/ ST^ + 1) and therefore is based on a system order of one. The reference model is chosen as
For the decomposition a form is chosen which resembles the unmodelled part of the process:
Note that in this structure the decomposition polynomials TI and N -TZ are determined by parameters zm and um which represent design parameters that have an obvious meaning. If zp is known to be small and hence the process poles are badly damped, it still appears to be useful to choose a proper decomposition model damping ratio Zm to obtain a non-oscillating model output. This illustrates well the borderline between what would be needed to obtain the best results in terms of improvements of the error equation, and what is actually desired. Choosing a low (but accurate) damping ratio Zm decreases the sensitivity of the output error to the unmodelled dynamics but would result in oscillating behaviour of the reference model output.
Hence an exact decomposition would not yield a desired response. However, in the case of the natural frequency Om the situation is different. Imposing an arbitrary frequency on the oscillating system is not useful and would take much control effort. Therefore it is attempted to make the error equation insensitive to the oscillation frequency by choosing u m equal to the nominal value of wp (which of course may not be known accurately). The polynomial N can be chosen arbitrarily as long as the order of Nequals at least two. Otherwise, the transfer T2/ N has more zeros than poles, introducing implementation problems. Writing N as Inspecting (19), it is observed that if an = urn and Zn = Zm, T2 vanishes and no correction to y m is made. In that case the knowledge of the unmodelled dynamics is only incorporated in the reference model. Recalling that the error equation profits from a phase lead correction to achieve a more positive real part, 1/N can best be chosen relatively fast in this respect. Wn is therefore chosen larger than u m . The damping ratio is chosen as zn = 1. For the disturbance on the output error an analysis similar to that in the first example can be worked out. In this case also, a small an decreases the disturbance most. A proper compromise value for a n must be found such that the overall result is the best. the result shown in Figure 11 . Here the polynomial N = s2 + 8s + 16 is found to be an acceptable compromise between the two requirements. If the parameters of the structured unmodelled dynamics are not known exactly, a less exact decomposition arises. To test the robustness of the system with respect to mismatch between process and decomposition parameters, Figure 12 shows the results with = 8 and zp = 0.25. It is seen that the response is still satisfactory owing to the correction by T2. It should be noted that when using a full-order controller for the process including unmodelled dynamics, a better response than that shown in Figure 10 can be obtained.
Analysis
However, a total number of six parameters would need to be adjusted and so the controller is much more complex. In a practical application an as-small-as-possible number of adjustable parameters is favoured. In addition, a full-order controller would require a much larger control effort. A practical example in which these aspects are very apparent is presented in Reference 22, where the decomposition method is applied to a scale model of a gantry crane.
Comparing the responses with decomposition and those without, it is observed that the decomposition method improves the adaptive system behaviour if unmodelled dynamics with a known structure are present. This improvement is achieved through adjustment of the reference model output, and comparing the original ym in Figure 10 with the adjusted ym in Figure 11 shows a somewhat slower response because of the decomposition. Hence the improvement is achieved by adjusting the control goal to compensate for a lower controller order than necessary for perfect model matching.
DECOMPOSITION DESIGN STEPS
This section summarizes the design steps that have to be taken when applying the decomposition method.
1. The first step in the design is the decision as to which part of the process dynamics is to be regarded as 'nominal' and which part is considered 'unmodelled'. The controller order can then be chosen such that the nominal part can be controlled properly and the controller design can take place. The decision can be based on the desired system specifications and the feasibility of a higher-order controller. 2. In the next step the structure of the 'unmodelled' process dynamics is analysed and copied into the decomposition model. In this model the parameters are chosen as well as possible to resemble the actual process parameters. However, the response of the decomposition model is modified such that it represents an acceptable output behaviour. For example, to an oscillatory part a damping ratio is added.
3.
The modified structure is finally transformed into polynomials TI and N-Tz. In the decomposition structure the polynomial N can be chosen freely (therewith determining T2). As shown above, the two decomposition effects impose different requirements on the choice of these polynomials. In addition, the resulting closed-loop behaviour depends on N and hence N influences the performance of the system. A satisfactory polynomial N for a specific situation can best be determined in simulation.
CONCLUSIONS
The primary goal of reference model decomposition is improved system behaviour if there are unmodelled process dynamics with a known structure. Alternatively, decomposition can be regarded as a method that allows the use of a lower-order controller than is required for perfect model matching. In particular, the latter property is useful in a practical application, in which the requirement that rough knowledge about the unmodelled dynamics structure and parameters must be present is generally satisfied. Using a lower-order adaptive controller without decomposition, the adaptive system tries to impose the reference model response on the process without taking into consideration the limited model-matching capability of the primary controller, This may easily result in instability.
Usually, structural knowledge of the plant dynamics exists in the low-frequency area, whereas uncertainty is mainly present in the high-frequency range. Therefore high-frequency unmodelled dynamics cannot be coped with by the decomposition method and adaptive law modifications should be used. The plant dynamics are then divided into three classes:
'nominal', 'structured unmodelled' and 'unmodelled' . The primary controller is equipped for the nominal part. Reference model decomposition makes the adaptive system robust with respect to the structured unmodelled part. The real unmodelled dynamics (usually of high frequency) can be dealt with by standard modifications of the adaptive law, which guarantee stability if the unmodelled dynamics play a minor role in the process output.
The decomposition method can be regarded as a compromise between perfect model matching and stability. The reference model is adjusted to the process such that its output takes the actually achievable process response into account. This adjustment is of a direct
form. An adaptive version of reference model adjustment is presented in Reference 16.
Because the reference model output is adjusted for the unmodelled dynamics, these dynamics have less influence on the output error and thus on the parameter adaptation. The model adjustment results in a somewhat slower reference model output. However, the stability properties are improved considerably and, as a side effect, the control effort is reduced.
The decomposition has two effects on the error equation of the adaptive system. First, the real part of the error equation's frequency response is made positive over a wider frequency range. Secondly, the output disturbance on the error equation is reduced. These two effects result in improved system properties in the sense of existing robustness analysis methods. However, it should be stressed that although it can be felt intuitively that the stability properties are improved, no theoretic stability guarantee has been given. In addition, no link has yet been laid between the choice of the decomposition parameters and the resulting closedloop behaviour, and, for example, the maximum deviation of the decomposition parameters from the actual process parameters has not yet been established. Despite this lack of a solid mathematical basis, simulation experiments and a practical application all showed the usefulness of the method.
